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ABSTRACT

The choice of units, sub-word or whole-word, is generally
based on the size of the vocabulary and the amount of train-
ing data. In this work, we have introduced new constraints
on the units: 1) they should contain suÆcient statistics of
the features and 2) they should contain suÆcient statistics
of the vocabulary. This led to minimization of two cost func-
tions, �rst based on the confusion between the features and
the units and the second based on the confusion between the
units and the words. We minimized �rst cost function by
forming broad phone classes that were less confusing among
themselves than the phones. The second cost function was
minimized by coding the word-speci�c phone sequences. On
the continuous digit recognition task, the broad classes per-
formed worse than the phones. The word-speci�c phone se-
quences however signi�cantly improved the performance over
both the phones and the whole-word units. In this paper we
discuss the new constraints, our speci�c implementation of
the cost functions, and the corresponding recognition perfor-
mance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition systems map sequence of feature vectors
to the corresponding sequence of words. Here feature vector
refers to a set of measurements from speech signal, e.g., log-
arithmic spectrum. These feature vectors are �rst converted
to an intermediate representation which is referred as a set
of "units" in this paper. A particular sequence of one or
more units forms a word. A "dictionary" represents all the
pronunciation of the word in terms of these units. Di�erent
speech recognition systems use di�erent units to represent
the words in its vocabulary. For example, small vocabulary
( digit recognition ) systems use a set of whole-word units,
and medium and large vocabulary systems use a set of sub-
word units. These sub-word units are derived from the basic
phonemes of the language [1]. In general, the choice of units
is based on the size of the vocabulary and the amount of
training data [2]. Although this choice has been adequate,
we believe that a set of optimal units must depend on the
confusability of the words in the vocabulary in addition to
the size of the vocabulary.

The problem of automatic derivation of sub-word units
was addressed by numerous researchers [3, 4, 5, 1, 6]. How-
ever most of this work was aimed at the medium or the
large vocabulary tasks. For these tasks the sub-word units
were derived from the tree-based clustering [5] of the context-
dependent phones1 (CDPs). This technique however is based

1"phone" refers to context independent monophone

on acoustic similarity between the CDPs and ignores the in-
herent confusability of the words in the vocabulary.

Note that the aim is to improve the robustness of the
speech recognition system and robust feature selection [7, 8]
is a possible approach too. However we have pursued an
alternative approach in this work. Given a set of features,
we have derived a set of new units for the given (continuous
digit recognition) task. The new units were derived using an
idea that the optimal units must contain suÆcient statistics
of the vocabulary and the features. This concept is explained
in section 2 and it leads to two cost functions. We describe
the experimental setup in section 3. This is followed by the
implementation of the cost functions and the corresponding
recognition results in section 4 and 5 respectively. We con-
clude the paper with discussion of results in section 6.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let F = ffig, where i = 1; ::; F , represent the sequence of
feature vectors derived from the speech signal. LetU = fuig,
where i = 1; ::; U , be the corresponding set of sub-word units
and W = fwig, where i = 1; ::;W , be the corresponding set

of words. The optimal set of units, ~U, must be such that
F and W must be conditionally independent given ~U, i.e.,
p(f; wj~u) = p(f j~u)p(wj~u).

We explain this requirement in the following discussion.
Consider the training phase of the speech recognition system
when the words are represented by the units and the units
are modeled using the features. This is represented by the
sequenceW �! U �! F. In this case, the relation between
the information (I(W;F)) transfered from the words to the
features and the information (I(W;U)) transfered from the
words to the units is given by

I(W;U) � I(W;F):

Thus I(W;F) is bounded by I(W;U) [9]. The only way to
survive this bottleneck is by assuming equality in the above
equation. This condition is achieved if U contains suÆcient
statistics for F or vice versa, i.e.,

H(FjU) = H(UjF) = 0; (1)

where H(FjU) or H(UjF) denote the conditional entropy.
H(FjU) represents the uncertainty about F given that U is
known.

Now consider the testing phase, when the features are
converted to the words by recognizing the corresponding se-
quences of units. The operation is described by the sequence
F �! U �! W. Using the a similar argument that we
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made above, we get another condition for the optimal units,

H(WjU) = H(UjW) = 0; (2)

i.e., the units should contain suÆcient statistics of the vo-
cabulary. Combining these two conditions (equation (1) and
(2)), we can say that the optimal units must contain suÆ-
cient statistics of the features as well as the vocabulary.

In this work, we used both the conditional entropies
(from eqn.(1) and(2)) separately as the cost functions for ob-
taining new units. The general procedure was 1) start with
phones and estimate H(); 2) combine two or more phones
and reestimate H(); 3) �nd the combination of phones that
minimizesH() and replace the phones with the new unit; and
4) repeat this procedure till it meets the stopping criterion.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Before discussing the solutions, we will briey describe the
experimental setup in this section.

We have used the digits part of OGI Numbers [10] database
for the experiments. This part contains di�erent recordings
of continuous digits. These recordings are in the form of
zip-code, street address or other numerical information over
di�erent telephone numbers. Approximately 2547 �les were
used for training and 2167 �les were used for testing. We
used energies from 15 bark-warped �lter-banks compressed
using log non-linearity as features. The features were esti-
mated from 25 ms of speech waveform , using hamming win-
dow, every 10 ms. These features were normalized by remov-
ing mean over each �lter-bank trajectory and were further
appended by the time derivative (�) and double derivative
(��) computed using 50 ms and 90 ms time window respec-
tively. Finally the resulting 45 dimensional feature vectors
were whitened using the KL transform which was estimated
from the training data.

The baseline systems contain 23 phone units (dictionary
in Table 1) and 12 whole-word units. The phones were mod-
eled using 5 state, 3 component mixture HMMs and whole-
word units were modeled using 16 state, 3 component mix-
ture HMMs. When sequence of 2 phones was labeled as one
unit, it was modeled using 10 state, 3 component mixture
HMM. Similarly sequence of 3 phones was modeled using 15
state, 3 component mixture HMM when the sequence was
represented as one unit.

4. SOLUTIONS

Equations (1) and (2) indicate that we can optimize the
phone units by considering either the features or the words
and it should lead to the optimal solution. There can be
many ways of optimizing the units. We have only presented
one possible scheme in this paper.

4.1. Using H(FjU)

H() from equation (1) represents the uncertainty in the fea-
tures given the units. We calculatedH() from the phone con-
fusion matrix as follows. First 5 state, 3 component mixture
HMM was estimated for each phone using the labeled train-
ing data. Using these HMMs, a phone recognition experi-
ment was then performed on the training data to get a new
set of phone labels. The new phone labels were compared to

the original phone labels and a phone confusion matrix was
formed. This confusion matrix was converted to the joint
probability distribution function (PDF) by dividing it with
the total number of phone segments. Finally H() was calcu-
lated from this joint PDF (H(FjU) = H(F;U)�H(U)).

H() was reduced by �nding new units which are less con-
fusing among each other then the phones. In this work, we
obtained new set of units by merging a pair of phones that
resulted in the highest reduction in H(). For example, "ao"
and "ow" were identi�ed as the most confusing phones in the
�rst step and were merged to form a new class ao ow. The
merging was repeated till all the phones were paired. The
sequence of resulting merges and the corresponding H() is
shown in Table 2. Note that none of these merges resulted
in identical pronunciation for two words.

After analyzing the sequence using the dictionary (Ta-
ble 1), we observed that the merges are not independent of
the dictionary. For example, the �rst merge (ao and ow)
was inuenced by the fact that two pronunciations of "four"
di�ered by "ao" and "ow". Similarly most of the di�erent
pronunciations of seven are due to "ah" replaced by "eh".
Consequently "ah" and "eh" were merged into a single unit
in the following steps. Acoustic similarity between di�er-
ent phones was also inuencing the merges, e.g., merging of
"kcl" and "tcl" into one unit, merging of "s" and "th" into
one unit, etc.

The recognition performance obtained using these units
is also shown in Table 2. Although there was no signi�cant2

reduction in the performance till step 5, it was observed that
reducing H() from equation (1) did not improve the recogni-
tion performance. We will discuss this result further in the
last section.

4.2. Using H(UjW)

H() from equation (2) represents the uncertainty about units
given words and

H(UjW) =
X

wi2W

p(wi) �H(Ujwi):

Therefore, minimizingH() is equivalent to minimizingH(Ujwi)
for each wi assuming p(wi) is constant. In other words mini-
mizing H() is same as coding word-speci�c phone sequences.

For this minimization, we considered multiple pronun-
ciations of a single word and estimated phone sequences
that reduced H(Ujwi). These sequences were labeled as
the new units. For example there are two pronunciations
of "one" - "w ah n" and "w ah n ah" (see Table 1) and
H(Ujone) = 1:553. But "w ah n" is common in both the
pronunciations. We created a single unit called "w ah n"
from this sequence. The corresponding H(Ujone) reduced to
0.918. The recognition error using these units also reduced
to 5.6% (column 3, Table 3). The procedure was repeated
for all digits and the modi�ed dictionary is shown in Table
4. Note that we would get H(Ujone) = 1 by modeling the
pronunciations as di�erent units.

The new units were di�erent for di�erent digits. Only
one new unit - "ey tcl" - was formed for "eight" and 3 new
units were formed for "seven". "Five" had only one pronun-
ciation so it was modeled as a whole-word unit. The two

2signi�cance is measured at � = 2:5% throughout this paper
3we have used "bits" to represent H() in this paper



pronunciations of "six" di�ered by insertion of "kcl" and the
common sequences - "s ih" and "k s" - were modeled as single
units. It is interesting to note that in the multiple pronuncia-
tions of digits, a vowel or a diphthong is replaced by another
vowel or diphthong most often whereas the consonants are
relatively stable in their position.

Continuous-digit recognition performance of the new units
is compared to both the phones and the whole-word units in
Table 4. The whole-word units performed signi�cantly better
then 23 phones and the new units outperformed phone units
and whole-word units. These results are further discussed in
the next section.

5. DISCUSSION

In this paper we introduced the concept that the units for
speech recognition must contain suÆcient statistics of the
vocabulary and the features. This led to the de�nition of
two cost functions and we aimed to obtain the optimal set
of units by minimizing either one of them.

We interpreted H(FjU) (equation(1)) as a measure of
confusion among the statistical models of the phones (sec-
tion 4.1). We minimized it by merging the most confusing
phones into one unit. The merges clearly lead to broad phone
classes, viz., vowels, fricatives, stops, and silence. This is
similar to the approach used by Shipman et. al.[11]. Ship-
man hypothesized that the preliminary acoustic analyzer can
make a six-way distinction, viz., 1) vowels and syllabic con-
sonants, 2) stops, 3) nasals, 4) strong fricatives, 5) weak
fricatives and 6) glides and semivowels. On isolated-word
recognition task, it was concluded that "one approach to
isolated word recognition for a large lexicon may be to ini-
tially classify the sound units into several broad categories
where the error in labeling is still small". In our case the
formation of broader classes did not yield an improvement
in the performance. This could be due to the fact that by
merging two units, we were merging the phonetic context
(e.g., "ey" and "iy") that was important for this task. We
could have also blurred the transition between the words by
merging the phones and thus reducing the continuous word
recognition performance, e.g., merging "s" and "th" into one
unit may erase the boundary between "six" and "three". In
conclusion more work needs to be done to understand the
e�ect of these phone merges on the decoding of the phone
sequence.

The second cost function, H(UjW), represented the con-
fusion between the units and the words. It was reduced
by forming new units by combining word speci�c phone se-
quences. Note thatH(UjW) = 0 for the whole-word models.
Consequently they performed better than the phone units.
They however fail to represent the multiple pronunciations of
a word speci�cally the insertions and deletions at the phone
level. The word speci�c phone sequences represented these
e�ects and they further improved the continuous word recog-
nition performance.

Finally we would like to investigate into the joint opti-
mization of units based on the features and the vocabulary
using appropriate constraints in the future work.
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digit pronunciation

one w ah n
one w ah n ah
two t uw
two tcl t uw
three th ih r iy
three tcl th r iy
three th r iy
four f ao r
four f ow r
�ve f ay v
six s ih kcl k s
six s ih k s

seven s eh v ah n ah
seven s ah v ah n
seven s eh v ax n
seven s eh v n
seven s eh v ih n
seven s eh v eh n
seven s eh v ah n
eight ih ey tcl t ah
eight ey tcl t
eight ey t
eight ey tcl
nine n ay n ah
nine n ay n
oh ow
zero z ih r ah
zero z iy r ow
zero z ih r ow
sil si

Table 1: Dictionary

Step Merges H(FjU) % error

0 No merges (23 phones) 1.0892 6.2
1 ao + ow �! ao ow 1.0338 6.1
2 v + n �! v n 0.9921 6.5
3 eh + ah �! eh ah 0.9409 6.8
4 s + th �! s th 0.8947 6.9
5 tcl + kcl �! tcl kcl 0.8185 6.9
6 uw + ih �! uw ih 0.7976 7.7
7 ey + iy �! ey iy 0.7043 8.0
8 r + ay �! r ay 0.6747 9.0
9 k + t �! k t 0.6738 9.2
10 ax + w �! ax w 0.6382 9.3
11 z + f �! z f 0.6137 10.1

Table 2: Sequence of merges minimizing H(FjU) and the
corresponding recognition performance

digit NEW %error using
pronunciation new units

one w ah n 5.6
one w ah n ah

two t uw 6.1
two tcl t uw

three th ih r iy 5.8
three tcl th r iy
three th r iy

four f ao r 5.6
four f ow r

�ve f ay v 5.8

six s ih kcl k s 5.9
six s ih k s

seven s eh v ah n ah 5.5
seven s ah v ah n
seven s eh v ax n
seven s eh v n
seven s eh v ih n
seven s eh v eh n
seven s eh v ah n

eight ih ey tcl t ah 6.0
eight ey tcl t
eight ey t
eight ey tcl

nine n ay n ah 5.5
nine n ay n

oh ow 6.2

zero z ih r ah 5.9
zero z iy r ow
zero z ih r ow

Table 3: New units and the corresponding dictionary of dig-
its obtained using H(UjW)

units phone whole-word from H(UjW)

% error 6.2 5.2 4.4

Table 4: Comparison of continuous-digit recognition perfor-
mance using di�erent units


